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the line of sight AE i.e, the line joining it and
the enemy ant (see Figure 2). It moves in a
straight line along this direction until its path
intersects the radial line OR, emanating from
the centre 0 of the closed area, which is parallel to the initial line of sight AE. From here it
continues in the same direction AR through a
distance equal to it and reaches the new
position A'. By this time the enemy ant
would have moved to a different position E'.
N ow A locates the new line of sight A'E' and
repeats the whole procedure. By successive
applications of this method, the ant A can
avoid the enemy ant E eternally. In the process
A's own path will be a squiral, i.e, a spiral
with successive line segments. More on this
problem can be found in Ian Stewart's
article in Scientific American.
Bruckstein's work not only sheds light on
what is going on in the world of ants but is also
useful in the world of robotics.
We conclude
.,
from his work that globally optimal solutions
for navigation problems can be obtained as
a result of near neighbour co-operation be-
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Molecular Clues to the Control of
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Most time keeping systems are based on the
sun, reflecting age old patterns of human activity. For most practical purposes, according
to our social contract, a day starts when the

tween simple agents or robots. It is very expensive and technically difficult to make a single
robot that can find the shortest path around
obstacles. Instead of making a single sophisticated robot we gain considerably by making
many simple robots. These can find the best
path through a mere pairwise nearestneighbour interaction.
N ext time you seen an ant, approach it in all
humility. It is not for nothing that the Bible says
Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her
ways, and be wise.

(Proverbs 6,6.)
Long live the members of Formicidae.
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sun rises and ends when it sets. But the
organisation of activity into day and night
cycles is not merely an arbitrary agreement for
setting clocks; it is also a biological imperative. (Recall Geetha's experiences in a timeless
environment: Resonance Vol. 1, No.3, 1996.)
Most organisms - animals, plants and even
microbes, have internal clocks that dictate
daily or circadian (from the Latin circa,
about, and dies, day) rhythms of a myriad life
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Figure (Ia) Schematic representation of the three -.nfial elements of a circadian synem. (lb) In
rals, the pacemaker is the suprachlasmatic nucleus (SeN} present in the brain.

processes like metabolic, cellular and reproductive activity as well as the sleep and wakefulness cycles. The biological clock, like the
human artefact, follows the 24 hour cycle of
the earth's rotation. Mice are most active at
night, while most birds are active during the
day. Bees visit the same flower at the same
time each day. Photosynthesis in plants is not
merely light driven, but follows a circadian
rhythm, even when plants are exposed to constant light. Exactly how the internal clock
keeps time is a mystery, as is the identity of
most of the molecular wheels and gears that
make it tick. Although the internal clock itself
does not require environmental inputs to

maintain a period of approximately 24 hours,
ligh t is an importan t criterion in synchronising
that period with the solar day. All circadian
system.s therefore require at least three elements. First, a sensory pathway to receive cues
from the environment. Second, a pacemaker
or clock, that lies at the heart of the system, to
generate the rhythm. Finally, an output pathway through which the pacemaker regulates
the rhythms of organismal activity (Figure 1a)

As a general feature it appears that pacemakers help to anticipate the needs of the organisms through the cyclic regulation of specific
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Early studies have indicated that
the underlying mechanisms of
circadian rhythms involve
intracellular and
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where it is exposed to light. Itnot only receives
information about light but is also known to
set the pace for circadian rhythms in certain
fish, reptiles and birds.

biochemical processes.

target genes. Early studies have indicated that
the underlying mechanisms of circadian
rhythms involve intracellular and biochemical processes. Today it is clear that the activity
of several genes in various organisms oscillates following a circadian cycle. One question
concerns whether they oscillate as a consequence of a general circadian rhythm or
whether they are responsible for it, and are
therefore a part of the molecular architecture
of the endogenous clock. Theparamountquestions are - how does the clock itself run, how
is it reset, and how does the output regulate
cell ular acti vi ty ?
In all organisms studied so far, there is a
pathway that is sensitive to light. But the
receivers of this cue are varied due to the
anatomical diversity of systems. In most animals light hits the eyes, and the information is
then transmitted to the appropriate region of
the brain containing the circadian pacemaker. In single-celled organisms, light acts directly on photosensitive compounds, which
in turn activate other cellular pathways. In
many higher organisms a special pine-cone
shaped structure called the pineal gland, is
found very close to the surface of the head
The SCN has been identified as
the pacemaker for mammals

In mammals, the pineal gland is buried deep
within the centre of the brain and has lost its
ability to be light sensitive. Its role in circadian rhythms has been superseded by a cluster
of nerve cells located at the base of the brain
called the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SeN). The
SeN has been identified as the pacemaker for
mammals where rhythms are both set and
maintained. In rats, the SeN is believed to
send a signal to the locomotor regions of the
brain, where it determines periods of physical
activity and inactivity (Figure Ib). Recent
studies have shown that individual cells of the
pineal gland of some birds and the SeN of
mammals can maintain their rhythmic
oscillations even when removed from the
animal. One conclusion drawn from this is
that each oscillating cell contains all the
components necessary to maintain the
rhythm, requiring no input from adjacent
cells. Technically the oscillations are said
to be 'cell autonomous'.
The Molecular Basis of Rhythms Clues from the Fly
Molecular genetics is a powerful tool that has
been used to identify key elements in the
generation and maintenance of rhythms. In
(per and lim refer to the genes; PER and

nM

refer to the proteins. )
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Rhythms in Drosophila
Rhythms in Drosophila are primarily analysed by

cally. (Data taken from Konopka and Benzer's

examining pattems of eclosion (emergence of adult

Clock mutants of Drosophila melanogasler.

flies from pupae) and locomotor activity.

Proc. NaIl. Acad Sci. USA, 68: 2112-2116 (1971 ).)

In mutants (e.g per, tim) flies, this rhythm is
The eclosion profile which shows a 24 hour pe-

altered (arrhythmic, short period or long pe-

riod in wild type flies is depicted below graphi-

riod) (not shown).
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Days
the early 70's Ronald Konopka, a student of
Seymour Benzer, in a pioneering genetic approach, identified a gene that controlled
rhythm in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster.
He named the geneper for period, since mutations in this gene upset the 24 hour cycle of the
fly . For over 10 years since the gene was
isolated, molecular biologists have been looking at its expression with the hope of understanding how a single gene controls circadian
rhythms. Researchers studying the first step
leading to PER protein synthesis, the produc-

tion of messenger RNA (mRNA) by the gene,
found that per activity cycled with a 24 hour
period. Cycling seemed to be controlled in
part by the PER protein itself, a phenomenon
called autoregulation. As the levels of per
mRN A increased, cells produced more PER
protein, which then went into the nucleus and
shut off its own gene. That caused the mRNA
and protein levels to drop and eventually released the gene from its self imposed repression, allowing it to be active again. But this by
itself couldn't constitute a clock since a pro-
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tively constant level rather than end up
cycling in an endless rhythmic fashion. A
second player had to be involved to complete
the puzzle.

In the early 70's Ronald Konopka,
a student of Seymour Benzer,
identified a gene that controlled
rhythm in the fruit fly Drosophila

melanogaster He named the

Towards Completion of the Jigsaw

gene perfor period, since
mutations in this gene upset the
24 hour cycle of the fly.

tein with an autoregulatory loop would damp
out concentration swings, reaching some rela-

Yet another vital component of the clock was
discovered in November 1995, marking one of
the most exciting finds in clock research. Two
groups of workers independently cloned a

Figure 2 PropD6«l model for creating a rhythm or oscillation baHt! on recent experimental re6ulfs
In the fruit fly. (a) A gf'tlphlcal replWlHlfaflon of cyclic variation in protein concenfrafion againR time.
(bJ The probable molecular events. N-nuclew, C-cyfDpla6m, PER protein,. TIM protein O. The
concenfrafion ofprotein6 bulld6 up (1 &2); the fwrJ a$$DCiafe at a critical concenfrafion and the dimen
enter the nucleus to 6hut off their own synthtlSi6 (autoregulation), raulfing in the decline of PER and
TIM in the cyfDpla6m (pha6e 3); decreaRd level6 of the protein6 in the cyfDpla6m (phaH 4). AbHnce
of the PER-TIM dimer alloW$ reprtl$$ion to be lifted, leading to the next oscillation.
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Two groups of workers independently cloned a gene called
timeless ftimJand showed that

the protein made by this gene
interacts with the PER protein

gene called timeless ( tim) and showed that the
protein made by this gene interacts with the
PER protein (Science270 :732-733, 1995). Sure
enough its mRNA levels cycled up and down
every 24 hours just like the per mRNA ! In
addition, mutations inper upset tim mRNA
cycling and vice versa, suggesting that under
normal circumstances TIM and PER somehow work together to turn down both of their
genes. To regulate the genes, PER apparently
should first accumulate in the cytoplasm until
something triggers its move to the nucleus.
Moreover accumulation of PER and its subsequent migration into the nucleus of the cell
seemed to be blocked in mutants lacking a
functional TIM protein. All these findings led
to the proposal that the binding of the two
proteins to each other played a role in the
timing of PER nuclear entry, and thus the
circadian cycle itself. According to the model
(Figure 2), the PER protein is relatively unstable when first made in the cytoplasm. As a
As more clock components and
more mechanisms become

result, the protein molecules accumulate slowly
till they run into TIM proteins, being made at
the same time. The proteins then bind one
another, forming stable dimers that enter the
nucleus. There they shut down the expression
of their own genes in association with yet
unidentified nuclear partners, and may affect
other genes as well. The identification of these
genes would be the next logical step in the
quest to delineate the pathway by which
rhythms are manifested.
In addition to the fly, clock genes have been
identified in a host of organisms such as the
bread mould Neurospora (frequency), mouse
(clock), and hamsters (tau), ushering in a revolution in clock research. As more clock components and more mechanisms become defined, and the field of circadian rhythms continues its demystification process, we may
perhaps very soon be able to answer the eternal question: "What makes us tick?"
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defined, and the field of circadian
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